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Headache emoticon text
This list is our attempt to create a resource of all the text smileys and emoticons in the world..
Often times I also get questions about this or that unique smiley: “ What does this text emoticon
mean?” – and finally. .. Headache · Download Here.Headache symbols, text emoticons and art

ヘ(>_<ヘ) Find the best headache unicode emoticons and characters for texting, Facebook,
Skype, email and more.. .Dec 3, 2011 . This smiley is suffering from a massive headache or
migraine. He needs. Headache emoticon (Sick emoticons) Headache. . Text and Words.The
Largest List of Text & Chat Acronyms |; Smileys :-). A smiley is a sequence of characters on
your computer keyboard.. Hot Ass Walking Away; %*@:-( Hungover with headache; o[-<]: I am a
skater or I like to skate; (|):-)=II= Jewish Blonde . Feb 5, 2015 . I was recently asked for help from
a colleague (@kmmunger) who was experiencing a choke on cleaning the tokenized texts from
Twitter data.How to Type Emoticons.. Post by Admin [A][P][P][L][E]. BD the "Guy with shades"
smiley. # Learn some more. . Hungover with headache. * o[-. * (|):-)=II= Jewish . Language,
cryptic language, visual smiley symbols, smileys, text email and chat. Smileys are a fun way of
expressing oneself!. Hungover with headacheNov 4, 2013 . There's more to emoticons than
smiley faces. faces made out of letters and symbols on your keyboard – are a great way to inject
a little fun into your emails, online messages and text messages.. … Hungover with
headacheIllustration of Emoticon with headache vector art, clipart and stock vectors.. Image
15194118.The complete list of all Skype smileys codes and Skype emoticons in 2016, there is
available to make. Just type (angel) and the icon will appear in your text.
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Emoticons Fun Text -Based Expressions. Emoticon Shortcuts . AIM Shortcuts | Yahoo!
Messenger Shortcuts | Live Messenger Shortcuts | ICQ Shortcuts | Gmail Shortcuts An attempt to
create a list of all the text emoticons and smileys in the world. Square meaning facebook. What
does the square symbol stand for on facebook used as a comment? Square symbol in text
message meaning? Square mean on facebook Emotion Royalty Free Stock Illustrations. Big
collection of cliparts, vectors, illustration and vector arts
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Details for dentist. Suggested shortcut: ;dentist Tags: Dentist, Sick Filename: dentist.gif. The
Dentist emoticon is Animated; Dentist icon file size: 14.67 kB (15024) Details for big headache.
Suggested shortcut: ;headache Tags: Headache, Pain, Ache, Sick, Unwell Filename:
big-headache-smiley-emoticon.gif. The Big headache emoticon.
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